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#43 - Lecture 24 RabL=0E nosovable ideals nogige
- EL =(simple Lieals)
-

up: L is a semisimple Lie algebra defined over
an algebraicallydosed, char. Zero field Assume

dim, letASL be a Cartan subalgebra,
write C A*for corresponding rootsystem

so thatL=H*GI, choose a

simple system

IfV is any module (meaning [x,4].v =x -r-4.xi)
then amyspace inV is any nonzero subspace of form

-x =[veV/hv =(h)vVneA] fartCA*call +the weight-



↳time factAny finitedim L-module is directsumof
its weightspaces

->of weight (HX)
Asurdcyclic module is an module v

generated by a maximal vector " (to be called
-

the highestweightrector) with
x.*=0 VxeUX0LaEhiv=(h)v+Ynet

Sag Every finite-dim L-module is standard cyclic
Every standard cyclic module is directsumofits weight

spaces

I Suppose
V is a standart cyclic module

ofweights

then all weights me for
I have dimin28and MA and dimVy=

e

also has a unique
maximal proper submodule, and means 1 -45Pan[]

unique irreducible quotient, and all homomorphic images of V are also standardcyclic ofweight t



thm for each CA*there exists a unique
iscnorphism class ofineducible standard cyclic (-modules

V() ofweight. One explicitconstruction:
infinite-di,
I

Define(*uCE) Of not nec irreducible,
butitis standard

cyclic oft X

where 8=A*La and Ox =A-spanrt]
xq4

Lut =Ah)r+UhfH
with 8 acting an Ox such that EXut =0 VX0La,e*

In this tensor product, we have xbev
=xebrbch(6)

finally define VCA)
de unique irreducible quotientofz(t))



fact If V is any finitedim irreducible module

then V* V(A) for some tet*.

Call +eH* ainantifx(ha) <0Vc+

Let1 besetof
7

iral if((ha) Vx=
integral +eH*,↳let1*c1 be subset dinintegral ifChaleoVaeof dominantintegrale

Here:ha where x: (x2+
A is killingform

<(ta,t) ((x) =trace (adx adi)

and tact is unique elem with

x(,) =a(h) VhEH



This LetACA*. Then the
irreducible (-module VCI)

is finite-dimensionalifand only
iftentis

dominantintegral. Morever, in this case the

wexl group
W of8 permutes the setofweights in

v() and weights in same Warbit all have

weightspaces ofsame
dimension.

Define mx(M)*dim VCAM
for met*

There are various
formulas/ recurrences to explicitlycompute

these numbers, e.g. Freudenthal's formula
(see Lecture #23)



To make iteasier to compute and manipulate the

multiplicityfunctionme, we encode itas a formal character:

Let LS1] be Ispan of the symbols et for te

viewed as a ringwith eyeett and 1 =e

The Saharacter ofanyfindio. L-module V is

def [m+(M)eM=>X(1)
Chr >° MCH*
nee

finite sum

W acts linearlyon (1) by
weeters and this action fixes

Chu for any V. Pr Anffex(n)
fixed byall new has unique expansion

as linear combofformal characters chy chuc



Prop If V and
W are two finite-dim L-modules

then chrew=chechw
-

Today:Harish-Chandra's theorem and applications

some technical proofs will justbe outlined

LetI denote the
center ofthe algebra UCL:

2*(xxU(( xx
=xxWeL]

This is a commutative subalgebra,
and each ofmodule

is also a full-module and, byrestriction,
a Z-module.



Consider the standardcyclic module

2(x) =4(4)*u(t)0x

for some to, now
viewed as a E-module.

Ifitis a
maximal vector in ICA) andze Z

then h.z.n* =z.hir*
=A(h)zir hel

Xx+EX. z.Vt =2.x.rt =0 x(Lx

Thus 2.*is also a maximal vector of weight to

Therefore Zov is a scalar
multiple of vt.

Define xx:2+ Ato
be map with zov =x,1)Yze2

Does notdepend on choiceofit, as all maximal
restors in zut) are scalar
multiples ofeach other.



Sad AI is an algebra homomorphism

Xx (ziza)V=zzz.r=zi(z)

=- x,(zz)2,.v =xx(z)x(2)v4,8

call xx:( =center of(1) -> i
the (character of1 cA* (or ofz ()]
These central character is mat coincide

for different t's,
and Harish.Chandra's the

will tell us precisely when this happens.



FatIf 2eIand us IC) isany vector then

2.u
=xx(z)u-

- Since generates 2CA) and a commutes with

all elements of 4, the result follows. I

Can the action of ze
2on any submodule

-

ofhomomorphic image of ZCX)
is by the scalar xx(z)



of twoelements 1,MeA*are inked (bywew)

ifx +8 =w. (M15) where ag
In this situation we write part.

Given setchooseXL. Then there exists aunique yath-a

such thatifha* (a,ta) then Ska,ya,ha) = Sta()
viaxxi (d, yalt(i)

La if (0-2)

op (et +e1, d =0, m
=(X,x)e.

=m50 then yo*Qui*-2(A) is a maximal vectorI of weight 1 - (m+1)2. (Here, we Oxso IQu
generates 2(A))



4) Formulas last time tell us that:

for aBin 7:(xp,x)
=

0 =xye=y =0

-8

Forantdie:(h, y* = - (mx) achp) ya* -t(h)

=>eyout=-(mx) alb) yer+x"*

inarelike,it =( - (mx)a)(h)yam*ev
-
(I+(,2,M =r.(+8) - 6 where ofW

x +x -(x,)x

then 4x =XM (S:-g)

Isends di-d andpermutes 4"(c), so
ras-8=-2 and

M
=ra +

- d =x - (x,x) +1). we always have (1,2)CL.



If <A,27eTso then previous prop shows that

2CA) has maximal vector ofweightM.

As ze Z acts on this vector by the scalar

XM(w) andalso Xx/2), we must
have x= YM.

no on

as the maximal byearlier observations

rector of it in

generates a homomorphic If (A,70 then

image of[(M)

(1,27 =(1,2)- 2((1,2) +1) =-(a,x) -2

is 30 so we can apply proposition
with in in place of 1 to deduce the

same conclusion.I



Because W
=(val>8) we can conclude:

can (easydirection
ofHarrish-Chambra's the)

Is A -p where ff1 thenXx=<m.

Thym (Harish-Chandra's thi) Lett,eH*.

Then Xy
=xp

if and onlyif 1 - M
e

means A+6 and pt8
are in the samework it



Outline ofproof ofHarish.Chandra thm

part:alreadyknow thatArtxx:xp when te1

we wantto extend thisto astatementallowingany Jet*

ConstructPEW bases ofUIL) and UCA) from the basis

[Lale] (xa,x/aegY] farL, under any

order putting all ya's first, then the has, then the Xa's.

Then we can
define a linear map 5: U(L) -4(H) sending

each POW basis elem in UCA) to itself, every
other pew basiselem to 0.

sinceg,*oh. Tx's will either kill
*e2) ifanyisa

26t send to lowerweightspace if

itfollows that15(2) wasso
and any inco



Now define another Lie algebra
homomorphism y:H+W(H)

With nCha) =ha-1 XdEX.
This extends to an

algebra automorphism (:TICA) ->
WCH). Define

4:Z => WIN=W(A) (4
=no5)

we can
write sixth as sum over fundamental weights to
-

which have task)
=(6 for aer. Then we have

(+8)(ha
-1) =(X +8)(hr) - (a) =A(ha)
we

xha) +
-I

so (818)(T*



Now check thatP(z) is Winvariant

Cusing the eastcase oftheorem and propertiesof

W-arbits in1) and use this to conclude that

if 1 up them (A+8)(4(z)) =(nx0)(4(2))

and hence thatXm= XM, (far anytimeA*).

The other half of the theorem remains:

if xx =xi then need
to show thatdry.

This requires a more
involved argument-- see 823.3 of

textbook.I



1tionsofHarish-Chandra thm

we wantto introduce
a

characters for ICA) and similarmodules

Let 7) be the vector space ofall formal D-linear combinations

=e) (C,et is a symbol)
-EH*

which are supportedin the sense that

there are finitely manyhi, z,t, ...,teH*such that

C40 = A SA,forsome;where
IM means

↑
-1e> pan(xE]

Then the characteranimals,e
belongs to Ct.



fact() is closed under usual multiplication extending

ring structure on XSM]. (Since 1, S Mi =1,+1 ..smitMat-f

We now have a well-defined nation offormal character

Che dimVe"(-
ME A*

for any standard cyclic (module V.

LetpH) for
*eH* be #offunctions (:* 7s0

such thatledtoclearlyinandus
Call up the aspartition)function and identifyp EnyyP)e*eC-



-Also letg = giletstatein
the extension

e

finite

finally setfa = ee* -ek, ... e(z) farxett.

maA (a)P =a** (b)(e-4) fa =e

8 H100-29 where 8=(0)q =exq

f (a) holds bydefe, (b)
is basic algebra (c) is clear. I



mat For antweW itholds thatwe =Sqn(w)

4 acts linearlyan (a) bywire-ent
If suffices to show rag=-9 for anyat

Icastenough: yg =vale"- roogteer))
rat E -

fixed byra
- -4.F

qp =e=

*ap-pe-).e8.p.es=
H(e-54p
ceft

=
π((e-4fc) =p+e =e =1(mat)
aekt



machact -eP/m-te =ep
e

SplyseR

P Straightforward fromproperties of21) [
MEA*

(See Ex. 2015intextbook)

⑫ma qchxt)
=et +8

P ape8 =e= 1 and chaus= etp
x +8 -S

so qche
-

ape =ett
R

Lemma C



Wantto express Chy=Chucs as linear combo of chacps's

Define Mx (far 1(H*) to be the family
of L-modulesV

such that(1) V is direct sum
ofits weightspaces

(2) Zaction onV is by Scalar xx(2)

13) chr CCE

Mxis closed under taking submodules, homomorphic images,

drrest sums, contains each standard cyclic module.

Gr (of Harish-Chandra thin) M1=Mp iff +- M



amme suppose O FVCMA. Then I has a maximal vector.

P. Since chief, for each weighti ofV,
and

each de there is amaximal KeXso with puts

still aweight. So we can find a weightin forV

such thatputs is notas weightett, and then any
nonzero vector in the corresponding weightspace is maximal



For+ ***, letOH) =[MeH*) MC1 andprt].

Prop Let et*. (a) ICA) has a composition
series,

(b) Each composition factor of2() is =v(M) for some qef(A)

(C)VHA) occurs as exactly one composition factor.

(a)Nothingto prove ofZCA is irreducible. (then 2(1 =v())

Otherwise 2H) has a proper nonzero
submodule v =>M1.

Sincedim 2()y=1, t is not a weightofV. So by

lemma, V has maximal vector, ofsome weightit,

V contains homomaphic image W ofZIM), so xx =4* trx
=>MG 0(7). Continue

inductively, repeating same argumentapplied to W
and2(t)/



(b) Each comp. factor is in my
so has amaximal vector

and is irreducible, so mustbe standard cyclic, hence =V(M) for
some 4(0(1)

(C) Clear since dim [H)y=1.

LeteH*. Then chras*EauchaculCar Me0(t) =(reH*(us),v-1)-

for some coefts cfL with cyt

o Prop. says we can writer che)-Chrcs*inovas
where die so. Thus Chris-Chas - gechwans
and expanding the RAS recursively gives desired formula. 8



Thy(Kostant's formula) Lettenthen

my (n) =[
sqn(w) p(m+8 -w(+8))

weW
n

potentially inany terms

D chy:ner zips
with 11. Lemmes (and t

tell us thatgaby-Mo
elts and

E
w(qchx) =w1qwIch)) =Sgn(w)qch1 VweW

But also w([cpeM) =E (new(MS)
since wil

Mto(t) M60(X)
permutes O() while (=1, deduce thatam =sqn(r) if wx6)

-1+8



soSaSlube
IfLemma C, chy =qPech1S = Pet([sgn(w)er(8))Wow

w(At1)-8

Grq
=EssnIeNS-PSgr(w

e

w(AS) -6

)Take 1=0. E - Ssgn(w)pe
I

WEW

Next:Weyl character formulaWtime


